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Abstract In this paper, an approach for forgery detection
using text-line information is presented. In questioned doc-
ument examination, text-line rotation and alignment can be
important clues for detecting tampered documents. Measur-
ing and detecting such mis-rotations and mis-alignments are
a cumbersome task. Therefore, an automated approach for
veriﬁcation of documents based on these two text-line fea-
tures is proposed in this paper. An in-depth evaluation of
the proposed methods shows its usefulness in the context of
document security with an area under the ROC curve (AUC)
score of AUC=0.89. The automatic nature of the approach
allowsthepresentedmethodstobeusedinhigh-volumeenvi-
ronments.
Keywords Document security · Text-line alignment ·
Text-line orientation
1 Introduction and related work
In every day life, document veriﬁcation is an important task
asmanydocumentspresentapotentialvalue.Atypicalexam-
ple is bank notes. When handling bank notes, most people
quickly control their genuineness by verifying easy to detect
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security signs as, e.g., holograms, structured print, and spe-
cial inks. This is seamlessly done by many people as they
have got used to the bank notes and their security features.
A person handling an unseen bank note will not know
exactly what features to look for. This person might either
just trust the source or look for features it might know from
previously encountered bank notes: it might, e.g., look for a
watermark or a metallic stripe inside the paper. Thus, even
unknown bank notes can be checked for signs of forgery.
For less secured documents, a veriﬁcation is only feasi-
ble if the characteristic features of the document are known.
Assume,e.g.,thefollowingscenario:aperpetratorhassigned
acontractthathewantstomodifyinordertogainadvantages
over the other contracting party. He therefore adds an addi-
tional clause in some whitespace area of the document. This
will have as effect that the security features as, e.g., the gen-
uine signatures and the genuine paper are genuine. However,
this type of forgery can detected by detecting verifying the
consistency of the text-lines: small variations in the rotation
and the alignment of the added text-lines compared to the
previously printed, genuine text-lines can often be seen.
Thisforgingapproach isonlyoneamong others.Unfortu-
nately, no public statistical data are available that shows how
forgersgeneratetheirdocuments,especiallyforthisscenario.
However, text-line features are used in questioned document
examination [1]. The authors also conducted a user study to
ﬁnd out what forgery methods are being used by people who
want to defraud money from the insurance company. This
user study showed that three different approaches are used:
– Print,PasteandCopy(PPC)forgeries:outof25forger-
ies,threeweregeneratedbyreplacingapartoftheinvoice.
Thiswasdonebyprintingthenewtext(presentinghigher
values or more items) on an empty sheet and pasting this
part onto the genuine document. This was then copied
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using a color copier. This technique was mostly used by
people without a computer science background.
– Reverse Engineered Imitations (REI) Forgeries: three
candidates generated an editable document by imitating
the genuine invoice. Five samples were delivered. They
scanned the genuine invoice and used it as a template to
generate a new document by retyping all the text, putting
the logos into place, etc.
– Scan, Edit and Print (SEP) Forgeries: the remaining
17 forgeries were generated by digitizing the invoice and
manipulating the digital image. Here, mostly only num-
bers were modiﬁed, e.g. increasing the price of a tire or
increasing the number of tires from two to four.
Details about this user study can be found in Appendix 6.
The PPC forgeries represent the class of forgeries that the
proposed method can be applied too. In this work, we con-
sider single column documents without tables. These char-
acteristics can often be found in contracts. Also, only the
manipulation of entire text-lines is considered. Tampering
single characters or digits is most likely to be done by other
means, as e.g., done for the SEP forgeries class.
To the authors’ best knowledge, there is no related work
trying to automate text-line alignment and orientation mea-
surement for forgery detection. Different approaches from
optical document security exist. However, these cannot be
used in the presented use case: as normal documents do not
containanyextrasecurityfeatures,socalledintrinsicfeatures
have to be used. Intrinsic features are features that are inte-
grated into the printout by the normal document generation
process, in contrast to extrinsic features that are added solely
for the task of securing a document. This excludes the use
of most of the features used in the optical document security
domain,ase.g.,watermarks,holographicimages[2],special-
izedprintingtechniques[3],andotherphysicalandchemical
signatures [4]. Many other types of extrinsic features can be
found in literature [5–7].
However, this is not the ﬁrst attempt to use intrinsic doc-
ument features for document security applications. Several
uses of intrinsic features have been presented in previous
publications: printer identiﬁcation, the process of assigning
aprintouttoauniqueprinteroraprintertype,hasbeeninten-
sively studied by different groups. Mikkilineni et al. [8–10]
present a set of gray scale features that is used to determine
the type of laser printer that was used to print a document.
Schreyeretal.[11–13]workedondetectingtheprintingtech-
nique used to print a document. Also, classiﬁcation between
printed and copied documents has been analyzed. Using dis-
crete cosine transform features, good performance could be
shown even when scanning with relatively moderate resolu-
tions of 400dpi.
The remaining sections of the paper are organized as
follows: the automatic method for veriﬁcation of printed
documents using text-line skew and alignment measures is
presented. The features as well as the statistical models to
perform the plausibility check are presented in Sect. 2.E v a l -
uation and results are presented in Sects. 3 and 4. The paper
concludes with Sect. 5.
2 Text-line features for document security
For checking the plausibility of a document, the following
two features are used: the skew angle of text-lines and the
alignment of text-lines. Other features exist that could be
used for detecting anomalies in text-lines as, e.g., the text-
line and word spacing. Measurements on a set of pages from
the same document have however shown that the variation
of these features in genuine documents is too high, and that
their expected discriminative power will be very poor.
Measurement of the text-line’s skew angle is straightfor-
ward using the method presented by Breuel [14]. The reason
for using this text-line extraction algorithm lies ﬁrst of all in
the fact that it has proven good results in the task of page
segmentation, as shown by Shafait et al. [15]. The second
main advantage is that an open source implementation of the
algorithm is available in the OCRopus1 OCR system. For
the sake of completeness, a short overview of the text-line
extraction method is given in Sect. 2.1.
To measure the alignment of a text-line, the following
approach is used: ﬁrst, the left and right alignment lines are
computed (Sect. 2.3.1). These lines are deﬁned as the left
and right margin lines where justiﬁed, left- and right-aligned
text start or end on. A visualization of the alignment lines is
depicted in Fig. 1.
After having extracted the alignment lines, the distance
between the start and end point of a text-line to the respec-
tivealignmentlineiscomputed.Thesetwodistancesareused
as features to perform a plausibility check.
In Sect. 2.2, the use of the skew angles of text-lines for
the proposed application is explained. Section 2.3 explains
thedetailsofthemethodusingthealignmentoftext-linesfor
plausibility checks of documents. In Sect. 2.4, both features
are combined into one framework.
2.1 Text-line extraction
Breuel proposed a parameterized model for a text-line with
parameters (r,α,d), where r is the distance of the baseline
from the origin, α is the angle of the baseline from the hor-
izontal axis, and d is the distance of the line of descenders
from the baseline. The text-line extraction consists in ﬁnd-
ing parameter triples that maximize a quality function that is
highest when all reference points are positioned exactly on
1 http:www.ocropus.com.
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Fig. 1 Example document with the left and the right alignment lines
the line. This is done using a branch-and-bound search. In
the ﬁrst step, the parameter space P is deﬁned:
P =[ rmin,rmax]×[ αmin,α max]×[ dmin,dmax] (1)
The branch-and-bound algorithm then works as follows:
0: initializethesearchspaceandinsertitintopriorityqueue
Q.
1: stop if Q is empty, else get the top search space S from
Q.
2: if S isasolution:save S anddiscardallimagepointscon-
tributing to the line from further consideration; Stop if
enough results are found. Otherwise, continue with Step
1.
3: split S into two subspaces S1 and S2.
4: compute upper bounds for the quality of S1 and S2.
5: put S1 and S2 on Q. Continue with Step 1.
The computation of the upper bound for the quality of
the text-line deﬁned by the parameter subspace is done using
interval arithmetic on the reference points. The set of refer-
ence points {x1,x2,...,xn} is obtained by taking the middle
of the bottom line of the bounding boxes of the connected
components in a document image.
deskewing & text-line extraction skew angle examination
Fig. 2 Visualization of the text-line skew examination: the binarized
documentisdeskewed.Thetext-linesareexaminediftheirskewangles
are abnormally high or not
A priority queue is used to keep track of the subspaces
that need to be analyzed. The number of lines to be extracted
is used in Step 6 to deﬁne the stopping criterion. A space
is considered as a solution if it is small enough to identify
the unique line in the image. The parameters of the solution
represent the detected line.
Thisalgorithmguaranteesanoptimalsolutionandisthusa
goodcandidatefortheproposedtask.Thenecessaryaccuracy
of the estimated rotation angle can be obtained by changing
the stopping criterion to only accept solution regions that are
very narrow for the angle dimension. The skew angle of the
text-line is then deﬁned as the center of the angle interval of
the solution region.
2.2 Plausibility check using skew angles
Using the skew angle of text-lines for identifying suspicious
documents is a well-known technique in questioned docu-
ment examination [1]. Questioned document examiners do
this step mostly manually using standard image manipula-
tion software. In this section, the ﬁrst approach to automate
this process is presented.
The main idea of the process is sketched in Fig. 2.T h e
binarizeddocumentiscorrectlyorientedanddeskewedusing
the method presented in [16]. Next, the text-line skew angles
are extracted. These are checked if they are within the “natu-
ral” variation of text-line skew. Then, the text-line is consid-
ered as valid. Else, the line is reported as an “implausible”
line.
In the next section, the statistical modeling of the skew
angle variations and its application to the plausibility check
are explained.
2.2.1 Text-line skew variation model
Inordertodeﬁnewhat“normal”and“abnormal”skewangles
are, the natural variation of text-line skew angles has to be
measured.Althoughintheelectronicrepresentation,alltext-
lines are exactly parallel, the transfer to the paper medium
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Fig. 3 Examples showing typographic enhancements. Note that the characters “r,” “n,” “f,”and “x” are located slightly above the horizontal red
line, which connects the bottom points of the characters with a round part at the base-line level, like “b” and “o”
and again back to an electronic image format adds text-line
skew variations that have to be considered before being able
to make a decision on the skew angle:
– printing:variationsintroducedbyprintingcanbespeck-
les, noise and distortions.
– digitization: digitization of a paper-based document
leads to many variations coming from the scanning [17]
orfromsubsequentimageprocessing,ase.g.theregularly
observed page stretching while using ﬂatbed scanner.
– typographic enhancements: optical correction is often
used in typography to improve the visual appearance of
fonts on lines. This leads to characters starting slightly
bellow the base-line, which will reduce the accuracy of
the measurement. An example is shown in Fig. 3.
All these effects can lead to text-line skew variations that
are frequently observed and that should thus not be consid-
ered as “abnormal”.
In Fig. 4, a histogram of measured skew angles is shown.
Itcanbeseenthatthedistributionispeakedaround0◦,thatits
variationisquitelow,andthatitsshapeshouldbereasonably
well approximated by a Gaussian distribution with parame-
tersN(μα,σ α)being the mean and the standard deviation of
the skew angle α.
Using this model, a simple threshold-based method to
decide whether a text-line skew angle is suspicious or not
could be applied: using the conﬁdence intervals, the thresh-
old could be set to ±3×σα, so every skew angle outside the
99.7% conﬁdence interval will be reported.
This approach has two drawbacks:
– no prior: due to the missing prior, forged text-lines are
considered to be as frequent as genuine ones. It is, how-
ever, more likely that genuine text-lines are much more
frequent than forged ones.
– text-linelength:forlongertext-lines,theskewanglecan
be measured much more accurately than for shorter ones.
Also, the skew angles of shorter lines are more sensitive
to noise. In an extreme case, for a line with a length of
100pxconsistingoftwoconnectedcomponents,onesup-
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Fig. 4 Histogram of skew angles measured on deskewed pages. The
vast majority of measured skew angles is close to 0◦, although, small
variations can be observed
plemental pixel at the bottom of one component would
changetheanglebyatleast±0.57◦.Forlongerlineswith
more connected components the effect of the noise pixel
will be smaller.
To solve the ﬁrst problem, a Bayesian formulation of the
problem is proposed:
P( f |α) =
p(α| f ) × P( f )
p(α)
(2)
where P( f |α) is the posterior of having a forged text-line
given the observation of its skew angle α, p(α| f ) is the like-
lihood of observing the skew angle α knowing it is a forged
text-line. P( f ) is the prior for observing a forged text-line,
and p(α) is the probability of observing the skew angle α
(for forged as well as for original text-lines).
Intheidealcase,statisticsontheparameterscouldbeused
to extract reliable estimates. This, however, is only possible
for genuine documents, as in a practical setup, no training
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data for forged documents are available. Even worse, to the
authorsbestknowledge,thereisnopublicdatasetwithforged
documents that could be used to extract the necessary infor-
mation.Fororiginaldocuments,theinformationcanpartially
be computed. Thus, the posterior of having a genuine text-
line given the observed skew angle α is written as:
P(¬ f |α) =
p(α|¬ f ) × P(¬ f )
p(α)
(3)
Inthiscase, p(α|¬ f )isestimatedfromtrainingdataconsist-
ingofgenuinedocuments.Asmentionedabove,itismodeled
as a Gaussian distribution N(μα,σ α). P(¬ f ) is considered
as a sensitivity parameter of the system that can be tuned by
the operator according to his needs. Still, p(α) is not known
due to the missing data from forged documents. The infor-
mation of interest is which of both posteriors are higher and
thus, the normalizing factor can be ignored. Consequently, a
text-line is classiﬁed as a forged one if:
ˆ P( f |α) > ˆ P(¬ f |α) (4)
where ˆ P(¬ f |α) = p(α|¬ f ) × P(¬ f ) and ˆ P( f |α) =
p(α| f ) × P( f ).
As no measurements can be taken on the skew angles of
forged documents, an assumption of the likelihood term has
to be made: the assumption is that the observed skew angles
for forged text-lines can be well modeled using a uniform
distribution in a symmetric interval around the mean of 0◦.
As a forging person tries to obtain perfect rotation angle,
expecting the mean to be 0◦ is a reasonable choice. High
rotation angles that can easily be detected with the bare eye
are not to be expected, as in this case, the forging person
will most likely try to generate a better forgery. Therefore, a
uniformdistributionismorerepresentativeofrotationangles
for forged text-lines than a normal distribution.
Tosolvethesecondproblemconcerningthemeasurement
accuracyforlinesofdifferentlength,thefollowingsolutionis
adopted:insteadofestimatingtheparametersμα and α over
all the text-lines, the parameters are estimated for a certain
text-line length interval. Ideally, the interval would have the
size of one pixel. This would require very large amounts of
datatoobtainreasonableestimatesoftheparameters.Instead,
aw i n d o wo fs i z e2× W is deﬁned for which the parameters
for a given line length l are computed around in the interval
[l −W,l +W]. The size of the interval has to be ﬁxed by the
operator. In principal, it is best to have small-sized intervals.
Butthisisonlypossibleifenoughtrainingdataareavailable.
If only few samples are available, a higher value has to be
chosen in order to have robust model parameter estimates.
Finally, the two terms that need to be compared are:
P(¬ f |α) =
N(α,μα,l,σ α,l) × P(¬ f )
p(α)
(5)
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Fig. 5 Visualization of the text-line alignment examination: the text-
lines are extracted from the binarized document image. Then, the left
and right alignment lines are computed. Finally, each text-line is exam-
ined whether it shows normal alignment or not
and
P( f |α) =
U(α,−wα,l,+wα,l) × P(¬ f )
p(α)
(6)
where l is the text-line length, μα,l,σ α,l the estimated mean
angle and standard deviation for the text-lines with length
[l − W,l + W], and where −wα,l,w α,l are the left and right
boundoftheintervaluniformdistributionfortheforgedskew
angles. Ignoring the normalizing factor, a text-line is classi-
ﬁed as forged if
U(α,−wα,l,+wα,l) × P( f )>N(α,μα,l,σ α,l) × P(¬ f )
(7)
or as genuine in the other case.
2.3 Plausibility check using text-line alignment
The examination of the alignment property of text-lines has
also been previously used in questioned document exami-
nation [1]. However, prior to this work, there is no method
to evaluate this feature automatically. The main idea of the
automated process is sketched in Fig. 5.
In the ﬁrst step, the text-lines are extracted from the
binarized document image. Then, the left and right align-
ment lines are computed. These are ﬁnally used to examine
whetherthetext-linesarenormallyalignedornot.Inthenext
section, the alignment detection is explained.
2.3.1 Alignment line computation
After the text-line extraction, the alignment lines have to be
detected. Four different alignment types are commonly dis-
tinguished in typesetting:
– left aligned: text-lines start at the left margin
– right aligned: text-lines end at the right margin
– justiﬁed: text-lines start at the left margin and end at the
right margin
– centered: text-lines do neither touch the right nor the left
margin.Thegapsbetweenbothmarginsareequalinsize.
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Fig. 6 Visualization of the text-line alignment measure: the crosses represent the start and end points of each line. The vertical red and green lines
represent the left and right alignment lines. The distances are visualized for the last text-line only
Inpracticaldocumentsecurityapplications,centeredlines
are unlikely to be forged, as they are not frequent and they
do usually not contain any valuable information. Therefore,
the focus in this work lies on the left and right alignment of
the text-lines.
In order to ﬁnd the alignment lines, the start and the end
points of the text-lines have to be analyzed. The left align-
ment line is deﬁned as a vertical line where left-aligned and
justiﬁed text-lines have their starting point. The right align-
ment line is analogously deﬁned as the vertical line where
right-aligned and justiﬁed text-lines have their end point.
Finding these lines is done using RAST line ﬁnding [18],
Thepolarrepresentationϑ =(|− → n |,β)isadopted,where|− → n |
istheL2-normofthevectorthatisnormaltothelineandthat
points to the origin, and β is the rotation angle of − → n .
Considerfeaturepoints{x1,x2,...,xn}:thequalityfunc-
tion that is being optimized to return the best alignment lines
is written as:
ˆ ϑ := argmax
ϑ
Qxn
1(ϑ) (8)
where
Qxn
1(ϑ) = Qxn
1(|− → n |,β)=
n 
i=1
(q(|− → n |,β)(xi)) (9)
and
q(|− → n |,β)(x) = max

0,1 −
d2
(|− → n |,α)(x)
 2

(10)
and where d(|− → n |,β)(x) is the Euclidean distance of a point x
to the line deﬁned by parameters (|− → n |,β).
The line ﬁnding is run twice, each time with different fea-
ture points: once with the starting points and once with the
endpointsoftext-lines.Theleftandrightalignmentlinesare
considered as the respective resulting highest quality lines,
thus the lines where most start or end points of text-lines lie
on.
2.3.2 Text-line alignment model
The alignment feature of a text-line is measured by the dis-
tanceofthetext-line’sstartandendpointtothecorresponding
alignment line. A visualization can be found in Fig. 6.F o r
each text-line, two different distances are computed. To sim-
plifytheexplanation,inthefollowing,onlytheleftalignment
distanceisconsidered.Themodelingandcomputationofthe
right alignment distance are done analogously.
Again, just as for the text-line skew angle variance mod-
eling,thereistheproblemofmissingtrainingdataforforged
documents. Also, the modeling of genuine documents fea-
tures is not as straightforward as in case of the skew angle-
basedmethod:fortheskewangle,itisclearthattheanglesto
be encountered are close to 0◦. For the alignment distances,
thisisnottrue.Indentedtext-lines,e.g.,willleadtomeasure-
mentsthataresignificantlyofffromthenormalvariationsfor
left-aligned text-lines and these should not be considered as
potentially forged lines.
Therefore, instead of assuming a Gaussian distribution as
done for the skew angles, the distribution of the alignment
distances is measured from a training set of genuine text-
lines. A Bayesian classiﬁcation approach is chosen:
P(¬ f |dl) =
p(dl|¬ f ) × P(¬ f )
p(dl)
(11)
where p(dl|¬ f ) is the likelihood of observing the distance
dl of the left alignment line to the left end of the text-line
dl given the information that the text-line is original. As dis-
cussed above, assuming a Gaussian distribution would be
a bad choice. Therefore, the distribution is measured on a
training set.
For the forged case this becomes:
P( f |dl) =
p(dl| f ) × P( f )
p(dl)
(12)
The problem to be solved is how to model the likeli-
hood p(dl| f ). Again, training data are not available. The
assumption is that the variability around the correct align-
mentdistanceishigherforforgedlinesthanfororiginalones.
However,thisdistributionisnotGaussian,as,justasforgen-
uine text-lines, forged text-lines may start or end somewhere
further away from the corresponding alignment line.
The distances are therefore modeled as a mixture of a
Gaussian and a uniform distribution:
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P(dl| f ) = P(j) × p(dl| f, j) + (1 − P(j)) × p(dl| f,¬j)
(13)
where P(j) is the prior of observing a justiﬁed text-line,
p(dl| f, j) the likelihood of observing distance dl given the
fact that the text-line is forged and justiﬁed, and p(dl| f,¬j)
the likelihood of observing distance dl given the fact that the
text-line is forged and not justiﬁed.
Asarguedbefore, p(dl| f, j)ismodeledasbeingnormally
distributed N(μdl,  dl). For the observed distance in a case
of a non-justiﬁed text-line, a uniform distribution is assumed
U(d,0, Lmax) where Lmax is the longest expected text-line.
The prior P(j) is estimated from the training set as it is
expected to be the same for forged and genuine text-lines.
Sofar,themodelingofoneofthetwoalignmentdistances
hasbeenexplained.Next,thesetwomeasureshavetobecom-
bined into one common framework. Two different measures
are generated for each text-line: dl and dr, representing the
distances of the left and right text-line point to the left and
right alignment line respectively. In the end, one decision
is needed. In order to combine these three features into one
decision, the presented model is extended:
P(¬ f |dl,dr) =
p(dl,dr|¬ f ) × P(¬ f )
p(dl,dr)
(14)
and
P( f |dl,dr) =
p(dl,dr| f ) × P( f )
p(dl,dr)
(15)
where dl and dr are the distances of the left and right text-
line point to the left and right alignment line, respectively,
p(dl,dr|¬ f ) is the likelihood of observing dl,dr given that
the text-line is not forged and p(dl,dr| f ) is likelihood of
observing the aforementioned distances knowing that the
text-line is forged.
For classiﬁcation, the normalization term is discarded.
Assuming independence of dl and dr, the two terms are
rewritten as:
ˆ P(¬ f |dl,dr) = p(dl|¬ f ) × p(dr|¬ f ) × P(¬ f ) (16)
and
ˆ P( f |dl,dr) = p(dl| f ) × p(dr| f ) × P( f ) (17)
where now p(dl|¬ f ) and p(dr|¬ f ) are measured from a
training set and p(dl| f ) and p(dr| f ) are approximated by
the mixture distribution described above. The prior is used
as a sensitivity parameter to tune the system.
2.4 Integration of skew and alignment
In the previous two sections, the skew angle and the align-
ment features were considered separately for detecting
implausible text-lines. In this section, the combination of
both features into a combined framework is presented.
Two different combination schemes have been tested: the
ﬁrst scheme is a simple voting based on the two separate
classiﬁcation results: a text-line is classiﬁed as forged if one
of the two classiﬁers presented in the previous two sections
“ﬁres.” This is a restrictive approach that should prevent that
many forged text-lines are missed.
The second combination scheme extends the statistical
model presented in the previous section to include the text-
line skew angle α and the alignment distances dl and dr.
P(¬ f |α,dl,dr) =
p(α,dl,dr|¬ f ) × P(¬ f )
p(α,dl,dr)
(18)
and
P( f |α,dl,dr) =
p(α,dl,dr| f ) × P( f )
p(α,dl,dr)
(19)
The normalization factor is discarded and independence
of the observations is assumed, leading to the following sim-
pliﬁcation:
ˆ P(¬ f |α,dl,dr) = p(α|¬ f ) × p(dl|¬ f )
×p(dr|¬ f ) × P(¬ f ) (20)
and
ˆ P( f |α,dl,dr) = p(α| f ) × p(dl| f ) × p(dr| f ) × P( f )
(21)
Thus, a text-line is classiﬁed as forged if ˆ P( f |α,dl,dr)>
ˆ P(¬ f |α,dl,dr) and vice versa.
3 Evaluation
Evaluation of the proposed approaches showed to be a chal-
lenging task. On the one hand, no public real-world dataset
couldbefoundtodoameaningfulevaluationon.Ontheother
hand, apart from the observations made during the forgery
experiment in Sect. 6, no statistics could be found on the
methods used by amateur document forgers. For these rea-
sons, new datasets had to be generated.
–t h e Two-pass Print 300 dpi (TP300) dataset contains 43
document images that were generated using a two pass
printing process: in the ﬁrst pass, an electronic document
pagewasprinted.Then,anelectronicdocumentwasgen-
erated having extra text located in the whitespace at the
end of the printed document page. This extra text was
printed in a second pass on the paper. Finally, this paper
was scanned using a resolution of 300 dpi. Images 001 to
015 were used as a training set for the method develop-
ment. The remaining images were used as test set. Three
different laser printers were used in different combina-
tions, assuring that the second pass was always printed
on the same printer as the ﬁrst pass. This test set focusses
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on the scenario of a forger who wants to add additional
text-linestoanoriginalbyprintingthemontotheoriginal
page.
–t h e Print, Paste and Copy 300 dpi (PPC300) data-
set contains 49 document images that were generated
using a manual modiﬁcation process: in the ﬁrst pass,
anelectronicdocument pagewasprinted.Then,onanew
sheet,asupplementarytext-linewasprinted.Thiswascut
out manually and pasted over an existing text-line on the
printed page. A copy of this page was made. The copy
has been scanned using a resolution of 300 dpi.
–t h e Two-pass Print LaserJet (TPLJ) dataset contains
64 document images that were generated using a similar
twopassprintingprocedureasfortheTP300dataset.The
ﬁrst difference is that instead of deliberately adding extra
text at the end of an integral document page, the page
was printedintwopasses,the ﬁrstone printingallbutthe
last part (e.g. leaving out the last paragraph) and the sec-
ond pass exclusively prints the last paragraph. Again, the
same printer was used for the two passes (a HP Laserjet
2100tn). The focus of this test set is again the two print
process, but this time with much more constraint setup
in order to ﬁnd out what degree of exactness is possible
underidealcircumstances.Theonlysourceofdistortions
that will be present are coming from the interaction with
the printer hardware.
–t h e Two-pass Print Color LaserJet (TPCLJ) dataset
contains 50 document images that were generated in
exactly the same way as the TPLJ dataset, except that a
different printer was used (a HP Color Laserjet 4650dn).
The goal of this dataset is the same as for PTHL, but this
time with a different printer.
–t h e Originals dataset contains 30 document images that
were generated by printing and scanning pages from an
electronic document. This dataset is used to learn the dis-
tributions of the features for genuine text-lines.
–t h e Distorted Text-Lines (DTL) consists of three main
parts:
– Training set consisting of 196 synthetic document
images with49different fontsin4differentfont sizes
(8,10,12,14)pt.
– Rotation test set containing 9792 synthetic document
images in 49 different fonts, 4 different font sizes and
the last paragraph of varying length rotated between
0◦ and 1.0◦ in steps of 0.02◦.
– Alignment test set containing 3920 synthetic docu-
mentimagesin49differentfonts,4differentfontsizes
and the last paragraph of varying length shifted hori-
zontallybetween−0.5and0.5cminstepsof0.05cm.
This dataset is used to analyze the effect of varying fonts,
font sizes, rotation angles, and line lengths on the pro-
posed method. The dataset was generated automatically
using python to generate scalable vector graphic (SVG) ﬁles
thatwerethenconvertedintoPDFﬁlesusingtheopensource
software inkscape. Ground truth, consisting of a map show-
ing the area containing the distorted text-lines was also auto-
maticallygeneratedinthesameprocess.Thedatasethasbeen
made public and can be downloaded2.
All images have been binarized and deskewed before fur-
ther processing. The deskewing method from [16] has been
modiﬁed to use the median angle instead of the angle of the
text-linewithhighestquality,toavoiddeskewingthepageby
an angle of a forged text-line. It is reasonable to assume that
foragivenpage,thenumberofforgedtext-linesislowerthan
thenumberofgenuinetext-lines.Intheﬁrstpart(Sect.4.1),it
will be shown that the preprocessing of the document (scan-
ning,binarization, anddeskewing) isstableandthatitisthus
likely that the distortions present in the measurements have
been introduced by the forging procedure. The hypothesis
about the distributions of the features for original text-lines
arealsoveriﬁed.Therefore,thetext-linealignmentdistances
and the skew angles have been extracted automatically from
the Originals dataset.
Thesecondpart(Sect.4.2)consistsofevaluatingtheskew
angle of text-lines for the plausibility check. The tests were
run on all four test sets. For the TP300 and the PPC300 data-
set, an extensive evaluation on the inﬂuence of both param-
eters σdα ∈[ 0.5,8.0] and P( f ) ∈[ 0.0,1.0] has been done.
The method has also been evaluated on the TPLJ and TPCLJ
dataset.
The third test setup (Sect. 4.3) repeats the tests from the
second setup for the alignment feature. The parameters of
interest are σd ∈[ 1.0,30.0] and P( f ) ∈[ 0.0,1.0]. In both
tests, the prior was sampled in with higher density (step size
0.005) in the start ([0.0,0.1]) and end ([0.9,1.0]) regions of
the interval and with a step size of 0.02 for the middle part
of the interval (]0.1,0.9[).
The fourth part (Sect. 4.4) deals with the evaluation of
the combination of both features into a combined frame-
workbyusingreasonableparametersettingsfoundintheiso-
latedcase.Bothmethodsofclassiﬁercombinationhavebeen
tested. For the statistical approach, the parameters σα = 2.5
and σd = 20.0 were ﬁxed according to the settings giving
good performance from the previous experiments and sole
the parameter P( f ) was varied. Tests were done on all four
test datasets.
For the evaluation of the alignment distances, centered
text-lines are being ignored as they do not ﬁt the proposed
model. In the case of the combination of both approaches,
if a centered text-line is encountered, only the skew angle is
consideredtomakeadecision.Eachlinethatdoesnotstartor
end within a ﬁxed threshold of six pixels from an alignment
2 http://madm.dfki.de/downloads.
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lineandthathasitsmiddlepointonthecenteralignment line
is being considered as a centered text-line.
As evaluation measures, the receiver operating character-
istic (ROC) [19] curves and the area under the ROC curve
(AUC) are used.
The last evaluation focusses on the inﬂuence of differ-
entfonts,fontsizes,andlinelengthsontheforgerydetection
performance.Forthesetests,theDTLdatasetwasgenerated.
As a large amount of data is needed for these tests, synthetic
data were chosen. Also, the parameter grid was coarser to
keep the computational effort reasonable. For the prior, val-
ues {0.0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0} were tested. Values for sigma were set
up{1.0,2.0,3.0,4.0,5.0,6.0,7.0,8.0}inthecaseoftherota-
tion measurement and {1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0, 30.0} in
the case of the alignment measure. The results of these tests
are given in Sect. 4.5.
Finally, the error analysis and discussion are presented in
Sect. 4.6.
4 Results
In the following section, the results of the different evalua-
tion steps are presented. Hypothesis validation is presented
inSect.4.1.Evaluationofthedifferentfeaturesandthecom-
bination of both features are given in Sects. 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4.
4.1 Hypothesis validation
Inthispart,thehypothesisconcerningthedistributionsofthe
skew and alignment text-line features are analyzed. The fea-
tures were extracted on the Originals dataset containing 30
deskewed and genuine document images. The histogram of
the extracted text-line skew angles is shown in Fig. 7.I tc a n
be seen that the vast majority of the extracted skew angles
lies around 0◦.
The histograms of the left and right alignment distances
areshowninFig.8.Asexpected,themajorityofthetext-lines
startattheleftandendattherightalignmentline.Also,peaks
coming from indented text-lines are observed. It becomes
clear that a frequency measurement-based statistics for com-
puting the likelihood p(dl|r|¬ f ) is a reasonable choice.
A last test was done to test whether the variations that are
being measured do not come from the scanning or the pre-
processing steps. Therefore, a small sample set of 21 doc-
ument pages has been printed once. These pages have been
repeatedlyscanned,intotal15timesonthesamescanner.For
each run, the preprocessing pipeline has been run to obtain
deskewed images. Also, the mean and standard deviation of
the text-line skew angles and alignment distances have been
measured. The variance of these parameters over all runs has
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Fig. 7 Histogram of skew angles measured on deskewed pages. The
vast majority of measured skew angles is close to 0◦. The text-lines
were extracted from 30 genuine document pages
beenmeasured.ResultscanbefoundinTable1.Itcanbeseen
that the variation between the different runs is quite low. It
can thus be concluded that the preprocessing steps are stable
andthatthevariationsmeasuredinthetestdatasetsarelikely
tobeinduced bydocument generation process rather thanby
the digitization process.
4.2 Results on text-line skew angles
Results on the TP300 and the PPC300 dataset are presented
in Fig. 9. It can be seen that in both cases, the best results in
terms of area under the ROC curve (AUC) is found for the
parameter σα = 2.5. Also, small values of σα give bad per-
formance. This is due to the high number of false positives
(original text-line detected as a forged one), as the threshold
for identifying a skew angle as suspicious is really low. Vice
versa, high values of σα > 3 lead to a high number of false
negatives (forged text-lines detected as original ones). It can
also be seen that for these high values, there are practically
nopointsinthecenterandendpartoftheROCcurve,leading
to the conclusion that for these parameters settings, the prior
inﬂuences the outcome only for extreme values.
It can also be seen that the performance on the two-pass
printing forgeries is slightly lower compared to the manual
forgeries. This goes along with the observation that the skew
angle variations on the manually forged text-lines are much
higher than for the two-pass printed text-lines.
The results on the TPLJ and TPCLJ dataset are shown
in Fig. 10. The overall performance is comparable to the
performance obtained for the TP300 dataset. Also, the
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Histogram of Alignment Distances (R)
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Fig. 8 Histogram of the distances of the left and right line points to
the corresponding alignment lines. As expected for aligned, the major-
ity of lines start on the left and end on the right alignment line. Also,
peaks can be identiﬁed that are likely to belong to indented lines. a Left
alignment distances. b Right alignment distances
Table 1 Measurementsofthefeaturesfordifferentrunsofthepre-pro-
cessing pipeline consisting of scanning, binarization and deskewing
μα σα μdl σdl μdr σdr
Run-01 −0.004 0.112 96.7 363.3 −435.1 577.0
Run-02 −0.006 0.106 92.3 363.5 −434.8 576.9
Run-03 −0.010 0.117 96.2 362.1 −434.8 576.9
Run-04 −0.004 0.107 96.3 363.6 −435.1 577.3
Run-05 −0.010 0.115 96.5 363.5 −434.8 577.1
Run-06 −0.002 0.104 94.0 362.8 −434.3 577.5
Run-07 −0.012 0.110 92.0 364.5 −435.1 577.0
Run-08 −0.010 0.109 95.3 363.6 −434.7 576.6
Run-09 −0.007 0.116 95.2 362.5 −434.0 577.2
Run-10 −0.005 0.108 95.9 363.4 −435.5 576.7
Run-11 −0.004 0.106 92.2 363.5 −434.4 576.5
Run-12 −0.010 0.111 96.2 363.2 −435.0 576.7
Run-13 −0.012 0.123 95.5 363.5 −434.8 576.7
Run-14 −0.015 0.112 96.5 363.4 −434.8 576.8
Run-15 −0.011 0.105 90.8 364.5 −434.9 576.9
SD 0.004 0.005 1.99 0.62 0.36 0.27
The low standard deviations show that the preprocessing step does not
introduce any significant variations of the measurements
characteristic gap of graph points in the middle of the curve
is observed.
4.3 Results on text-line alignment
The results on the TP300 and the PPC300 dataset can be
found in Fig. 11. The ﬁgures show different ROC curves for
different values of σd and a varying prior P( f ) ∈[ 0.0,1.0].
For reasonable values of σd, the performance is good. For
values of σd > 10, the performance does not improve sig-
nificantly anymore.
Incontrasttothepreviousresultsontheskewangle-based
approach, the results on the TP300 dataset are better than for
thePPC300dataset.Thisislikelyduetotheincreasedamount
of control over the alignment in the manual forgery process,
than in the case of the two-pass print forgeries, where the
alignment is only partially controllable by adjusting the doc-
ument page in the paper tray accordingly.
The results on the TPLJ and TPCLJ dataset can be found
in Fig. 12. Again, the performance is better than on the man-
ual forgeries, although slight differences between the two
printers can be observed.
4.4 Results on the combination of both features
The results for the combination using the voting scheme that
classiﬁes a text-line as forged if at least one of the two sepa-
rateclassiﬁersdoessocanbefoundinFig.13a.Itcanbeseen
that in three of the four cases, the combination outperforms
the best of the single classiﬁers on the respective dataset,
using the AUC as performance measure.
Forthetestonthecombinationusingthestatisticalmodel,
theparametersσα andσd whereﬁxedwithvaluesthatproved
to perform well in the previous tests: σα = 2.5 and σd =
20.0. The results can be found in Fig. 13b.
Incomparisonwiththeresultsofthesinglefeatures,using
the AUC as a measure, the combination of the two features
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Fig. 9 Results for the test on the skew angle of text-lines on the TP300 and PPC300 datasets. The performance is best for σα = 2.5 a TP300,
b PPC300
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Fig. 10 Resultsfor thetestontheskewangle oftext-linesontheTPLJandTPCLJdatasets.Itcanbe seenthattheperformance isbestfor σα = 3.0
a TPLJ, b TPCLJ
does not significantly change the performance. One can also
see that for some datasets, the combination slightly outper-
forms the best single feature (PPC300, TPCLJ) but for the
other two cases, using only the alignment would have given
a slightly better result in terms of AUC.
4.5 Results on the DTL dataset
The results for the orientation test on the DLT dataset can be
found in Fig. 14. The ﬁgures show boxplots of the accuracy
for different fonts (Fig. 14a), font sizes (Fig. 14b), rotation
angles (Fig. 14c), and line lengths (Fig. 14d) for all differ-
ent parameter sets. The distribution of the line lengths in the
dataset is shown in Fig. 15d.
Itcanbeseenthattheaccuracyneitherdependsonthefont
nor on the font size. Furthermore, smaller angles of devia-
tionleadtolowerrecognitionratesascanbeseeninFig.14c.
Also, shorter text-lines tend to have lower accuracy, which
is most likely due to the fact that short text-lines cannot be
measured as accurately as long ones.
Theresultsofthetestforthetext-linealignmentmeasure-
ment can be found in Fig. 15. The boxplot (Fig. 15a) of the
accuracy compared to the font (for all different parameter
pairs from the parameter sets) shows that for most fonts, the
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Fig. 11 Results for the test on the alignment feature. Low values of σd lead to a bad performance. Values of 15.0 or higher work well for the
analyzed dataset a TP300, b PPC300
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Fig. 12 Results for the test on the skew alignment of text-lines on the TPLJ and TPCLJ datasets. It can be seen that a good performance is obtained
for values of σd ≥ 15.0 approximatively a TPLJ, b TPCLJ
performanceofthemethodissimilar.Itcanthusbeconcluded
that the method works well on many widely used fonts.
Concerning the performance in relation to the mis-align-
ment,itcanbeseeninFig.15cthatforsmallmis-alignments,
the accuracy is higher. This is due to the higher true positive
rate,whereastruenegativeratestaysrelativelyconstant.This
result coincides with our model definition that assumes that
high mis-alignments are less likely to come from the forging
process than small mis-alignments.
Finally, in Fig. 15b, it can be noted that the accuracy
drops with increasing font size. In this case, this is due
to the decreasing true negative rate: one possible expla-
nation could be that with increasing font sizes, the natu-
ral mis-alignments due to optical corrections increase and
thus many unforged lines are classiﬁed as potentially forged
ones.
4.6 Error analysis and discussion
Ananalysisoftheerrorsmadebytheproposedtext-lineskew
examination gave the following results:
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Fig. 13 Results for the test on the combination of the alignment and the skew angle feature using the voting scheme (a) and using the statistical
model (b)
– line splits: for the manually generated forgeries of the
PPC300 dataset, it may happen, that the forged text-line
is split into two text-lines by the text-line ﬁnding algo-
rithm, due to the narrow constraints set on the positional
error of the points lying on the text-line. It is observed,
that pasting pieces of paper containing a single text-line
onanexistingdocumentisataskthatislikelytointroduce
not only skew of the text-line but also a certain degree of
curl, leading to the split text-line during extraction. An
example image illustrating the problem can be seen in
Fig. 16a.
– errors in deskewing: in rare cases, when more forged
text-lines are present than original ones, the deskewing
will rotate the page in a way such that the majority of the
text-linesarehorizontallyaligned.Inthiscaseitmayhap-
pen, that the forged text-lines are considered as original
ones and vice versa. An illustration is shown in Fig. 16b.
– limited discriminative power of the feature: in several
cases, there is no significant difference in skew angle of
forged and original text-lines. In these cases, the method
basing on skew angle measurement alone cannot detect
the forgery. An example is given in Fig. 16c.
The ﬁrst two error types reduce the accuracy of the pro-
posed method in the current evaluation setup, but in a real-
worldscenario,theseproblemswouldbelessimportant,asin
both cases suspicious lines would be reported to the human
operator who can easily see that there are issues related to
that document page. For the last problem, no solution can be
found relying on the skew angle alone. Other features have
to be added to detect these forgeries.
An inspection of the errors made by the system in the
examination of the alignment feature showed the following
reasons for failure:
– typographic enhancement: problems, as e.g. italics at
the start of the line or different characters that reach out-
side the line boundaries, as e.g. an “f” at the end of the
line: for optical correction reasons characters may stick
outside of the normal text-line borders, leading to false
positives as can be seen in Fig. 17a.
– wrong alignment line: when more indented text-lines
are present than regular ones or if the number of forged
text-lines is higher than the number of original text-lines,
the wrong alignment lines may be found leading to mis-
classiﬁcation of genuine lines. This rare error leads to
both false positive and false negative classiﬁcations. An
example is shown in Fig. 17b.
– errorsintext-lineﬁnding:inrarecasestext-linesextend
to border noise or are split into two parts.
– indented text-lines: text-lines from enumerations are
slightly indented, leading to occasional false positives,
as can be seen in Fig. 17d
– limited discriminative power of the feature: in some
cases the left and right alignment of the forged text-lines
is so accurate that a detection using the alignment feature
is not feasible. This problem leads to false negative clas-
siﬁcations. An illustrative example is given in Fig. 17c.
The problem with the optical corrections and with enu-
merations could be solved by integrating optical character
recognition information to the process. Text-lines starting
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0
Fig. 14 Results for the orientation-based method on the DLT dataset. a Font. b Font size. c Mis-orientation. d Line length
withnumbers,italiccharactersorendingwithcharacterspre-
senting these problems could be treated differently, e.g., by
allowing more variation for these text-lines.
Theproblemofextractingthewrongalignmentlinecould
be encountered by extending the method to not only extract
one alignment line but to extract more and compare them
pairwisebycomputingtheirdistance.Thisfeaturecouldthen
be used to detect suspicious alignment line constellations.
Taking in consideration all the results so far, one can say
that for simple documents, the proposed method could be
applied on real-world documents, if such a dataset would
becomeavailable.Severallimitations,however,doexist:ﬁrst
of all, only simple document layouts have been used so far.
Principally, application to more complex documents is also
possible. The main challenge in this case is to extract the
correct text-lines. This is a hard problem considering, e.g.,
multi-column and tabular content.
Anotherdrawbackisthatthemethodcanonlydetectforg-
eriesifthereisamis-orientationormis-alignmentpresent.If
the forgery method does not produce any of these distortions
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Fig. 15 Results for the alignment-based method on the DLT dataset. a Font. b Font size. c Mis-alignment. d Line length histogram
or if the forger is skilled, there will be two features that
cannot be used to distinguish between forged and genuine
documents.
It should be noted that modiﬁcations of single charac-
ters or words cannot be detected with this approach. If the
manipulated words are long enough, there is a chance that
these could be detected. However, this is not the focus of this
method.Modiﬁcationsofsinglewordsorcharactersaremore
likely to appear in SEP-type forgeries. To detect these type
of forgeries, other methods have to be applied as, e.g., [20].
5 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, the ﬁrst approach for automatic plausibility
checks for forgery detection on printed documents has been
presented. The text-line skew angle and alignment features
have been integrated into a statistical framework for auto-
matically detecting implausible skew angles or alignment
distances. Extensive evaluation of the proposed methods on
different datasets has been done to show the usefulness of
the approach.
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Fig. 16 Example of errors for the skew-base classiﬁcation of forged
text-lines. Green lines have been classiﬁed as valid text-lines, red ones
have been classiﬁed as forged lines by the system. a Split line error:
due to the curvature of the line, the text-line ﬁnding split the line into
two parts, leading to a true positive and a false negative count for this
text-line.bDeskewing error: asthe forged part containsmore text-lines
than the original lines, the deskewing process rotated the page such that
theforgedlinesareperfectlyhorizontal.Agenuinetext-lineistherefore
classiﬁed as forged line. c Error due to the discriminative limitations
of the feature. The last two lines have no significant difference in skew
angle compared with the ﬁrst two lines and are therefore classiﬁed as
genuine
Animportantaspectforfutureworkistheextensionofthe
evaluation using real-world datasets or at least datasets that
have been generated by a wide variety of different persons
and methods, in order measure the impact of the method in
the different forging scenarios.
The overall goal of this and related work is to obtain a
set of methods verifying different aspects of documents in
order to ﬁnd forgeries. The combination of these can hope-
fullyhelptoreducetheerrorrate,especiallythefalsepositive
rates,astheseareoftenthemostcostlyerrorsinhigh-volume
applications.
6 Appendix: methods for generating forgeries
One major problem in the development of techniques for
forgery detection is that it is not known how the common
person would forge a document. Also, no public statistical
data are available giving an insight into how people forge
documents. It is reasonable to assume that he will use stan-
dard hard- and software to solve this task, but even with this
restriction, there are many possible scenarios leading to var-
ious kinds of defects.
In an effort to get an overview on how people would forge
documents using standard hard- and software, a small exper-
iment was set up. In this experiment, people were given two
invoices and the following description:
Have a look at the invoice and consider the follow-
ing scenario: a person with criminal energy, Frau Gaby
Musterfrau, cannot have enough money and thinks of
defrauding money from her insurance company. She
recently had a technical problem with the car that is
covered by her car insurance company. The idea she
came up with is to somehow forge the original invoice
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 17 Example of errors for the alignment-based classiﬁcation of
forged text-lines. a Error leading to a false positive due to optical cor-
rections on the italic character J. The italic “J” extends outside of the
text-line boundary. b Error due to a wrong alignment line. The last line
is falsely classiﬁed as not forged. The upper two lines are still correctly
identiﬁed as forged because of the bad alignment on the right side.
c Error due to the discriminative limitations of the feature. The last
three lines are not recognized as forged lines. The last three lines show
forged lines with accurate alignment to genuine text-lines. d Error due
to indentation: the line of the enumeration is slightly indented and is
therefore falsely classiﬁed are a forged text-line
and increase the total amount of money stated in the
invoice. She will then send the invoice to the insurance
company and get more money back than she actually
paid to have the car repaired.
Frau Gaby Musterfrau knows that the insurance com-
pany does not check the invoice with the repair shop.
But that when something looks suspicious, the insur-
ancecompanywilldoso.Inthatcase,GabyMusterfrau
would be in trouble because she knows it is illegal to
defraud the insurance company.
Your Task: Play the role of Frau Gaby Musterfrau and
forge the invoice with the goal of increasing the total
amount of money.
Thecandidateswerenotgivenanyinformationabouthow
they should or could forge the document. As the candidates
did not perform the forgery under supervision, they were
asked not to discuss any ideas with their colleagues in order
to avoid biasing the results into one direction. However, it
could not be veriﬁed if the candidates sticked to this request.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 18 Genuineinvoiceshandedtothecandidatesfortheforgerytest.
a Anid invoice, b DFKI invoice
The invoices that they were given were generated by the
author using a word processing software. Genuine bills from
previous car repairs were taken as a basis in order to have a
realistic layout and to avoid copyright issues in case of pub-
lishingthedataset.Figure18showsthetwogenuineinvoices.
The “Anid” invoice was printed on normal white paper. The
“DFKI”invoicewasprintedonoldstationaryfromtheDFKI
with a logo on top and business-related information at the
bottom right part of the page.
As the scenario implies that the test candidates are given
a paper version of the invoice and hand back a forged
paper document, diffusing the task by e-mail was not pos-
sible. Therefore, only a limited number of people could be
askedforparticipation.Approximately40samplesets(cover
letter,DFKIinvoiceandAnidinvoice)havebeendistributed.
A small award was advertised for the best 3 forgery of each
invoice.
Unfortunately, only 14 candidates delivered forgeries.
In total, 25 forgeries were obtained, as some candidates
submitted several forgeries using different approaches. The
approaches can be divided into the following categories:
– Print,PasteandCopy(PPC)Forgeries:theseforgeries
are generated by replacing a part of the invoice. This is
done by printing the new text (presenting higher values
or more items) on an empty sheet and pasting this part
onto the genuine bill. This is then copied using a color
copier.
– Reverse Engineered Imitations (REI) Forgeries: this
approach follows the idea of generating an editable doc-
ument by imitating the genuine invoice. The genuine
invoice is scanned and used as a template to generate
3 “Best” has not been concretely deﬁned. It was just said that the most
genuine looking invoice would win.
Table 2 Distribution of the forgery types, the forgery samples, and the
background of the test candidates
PPC REI SEP
# of samples 3 5 17
# of candidates 3 3 9
# of candidates with
Computer science background 0 2 8
# of candidates with other background 3 1 1
anewdocumentbyretypingallthetext,puttingthelogos
in place, etc.
– Scan, Edit and Print (SEP) Forgeries: in this category
the forgeries are generated by digitizing the invoice and
manipulating the digital image. Here, mostly only num-
bers were modiﬁed, e.g. increasing the price of a tire or
increasing the number of tire from two to four.
Anoverviewofthefrequenciesofthedifferentapproaches
isgiveninTable2.Theﬁrstlinegivesthenumberofsamples
that have been received for each class of forgery. The second
linecontainsthenumberofcandidatesthatprovidedaforgery
of that type. It can be noted that the SEP forgery approach is
by far the most commonly used approach. An analysis of the
backgroundofthetestcandidategivesapossibleexplanation:
out of the 14 candidates, ten are computer scientists or study
computer science, with an image processing background.
The other four have aless technical background. Inthe table,
this information is broke down to the number forgery types
perbackground.Thisinformationisgiveninthelasttworows
of the table. It can be seen that the computer scientists tend
to make REI and SEP forgeries, whereas PPC forgeries are
mainlyproducesbypersonswithnon-technicalbackgrounds.
Manual inspection of the documents has been done to
see what peculiarities do forgeries show. Distortions, color,
and font variations could be observed. For all the PPC cop-
ies, it could be observed that the text-line skew and align-
ment variations were significantly higher than for the other
forgery methods. Alignment inconsistencies for single char-
acters could be seen in some SEP forgeries. Thus, it can
be concluded that the text-line alignment and skew angle
are valuable measures for detecting potential forgeries. This
observation is also supported by the fact that these features
are used by questioned document examination experts [1].
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